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High-intensity ultrasound excites pre-existing bubbles in tissue-like
material, and the subsequent bubble activity may lead to damage. To
investigate such damage mechanisms, agar tissue-mimicking phantoms
were subjected to multiple pressure wave bursts of the kind being con-
sidered specifically for burst wave lithotripsy (BWL). A notable feature
of these experiments was the formation of distinct linear defects, as
might expected for a crack. We propose a physical mechanism for how
a single bubble, excited by ultrasound, may evolve to from such fea-
tures. It entails fracture, bubble stability and rectified mass diffusion.
These observed linear defects are a potential mechanism for spread of
ultrasound-induced bubbles and the subsequent damage.
1 Introduction
To investigate damage mechanisms induced by excited bubbles by ultrasound,
agar tissue-mimicking phantoms were subjected to 1000 BWL bursts and ob-
served with a high-speed camera [15] as shown in figure 1. A particularly
notable features of the images is the appearance of what seem to be lines of
bubbles, which one can imagine sitting along a crack or some similar some sort
of line defect. An example of their formation is shown in stages in figure 2.
The bubble regions spread from pre-existing bubble sites into linear structures
with branches. During its evolution, these features appear to become tran-
siently disconnected in places, though these reconnect during the subsequent
pulses. We investigate these features in the context of mechanisms by which
ultrasound-induced damage may progress once a cloud has formed.
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Figure 1: Bubbles in 2% agar gels. The region shown is 4.42 cm × 2.27 cm. The BWL
pulse has 20 nominal cycles with base frequency 335 kHz, peak positive pressure amplitude of
10.09 MPa, peak negative pressure amplitude of −7.51 MPa and repeats at 200 Hz. Bubbles
and defects are shown 10 cycles into the labeled pulse number.
Similar features, there called tunnels, have been observed by Williams &
Miller [24] for a 0.78 MHz ultrasound wave with 4 MPa amplitude focused on an
agarose phantom for 10 seconds. More tunnels were observed with inclusion of
Optisonr ultrasound contrast agents in the phantom to enhance the number
of nucleation sites, and it was suggested that the formed tunnels could be
tracked back to a single nucleation site, typically the embedded cavitation
nucleus. The number of tunnels also increased with higher-intensity pulses and
longer exposure times. Multiple tunnel branchings were reported, and these
were associated with bubble fusion and/or fragmentation within the tunnels.
The possible presence of multiple bubbles within these tunnels was consistent
with observed bubble motion. Numerous attempts to section these gels and
drain the content of these tunnels were unsuccessful, and consequently it was
postulated that these tunnels were filled with a relatively high viscosity liquid
or partially re-solidified gel.
In another study, Casket et al. [3] investigated vessel wall disruption by in-
sonified microbubbles in the context of diagnostic imaging and drug delivery.
They observed tunnel formation by insonified microbubbles in vessels within
agarose hydrogels, and the vessel disruption was quantified by measuring the
length and width of the tunnel. The tunnel width corresponded to the maxi-
mum expansion of the bubbles, and the tunnel length was correlated with the
pulse duration. The peak pulse pressure threshold for disruption decreased
for larger bubble concentrations, and the tunnel formation was reported only
on the distal side of the vessel relative to the ultrasound transducer. While
these tunnels formed with a range of orientations relative to the incoming ul-
trasound pulse, they have a distinct tendency to form in parallel to the pulse
propagation.
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Figure 2: Tunnel formation and branching in 2% agar gel. Blue lines are added on top
of the black & white shadowgraphic figures to facilitate the observation of linear defects
growth. Frames correspond to every sixth burst.
Our primary goal is to propose a specific physical mechanism for the devel-
opment of linear defects such as seen in figure 2. It is based upon the formation
of cracks at large strains in soft materials [10, 12, 19], bubble fragmentation
due to shape instabilities [11], and rectified diffusion for oscillating bubbles
subjected to high-intensity ultrasound [22]. This is important as a poten-
tial mechanism for damage spread in ultrasound medical treatments. While
we report results here in the context of BWL, this mechanism is also poten-
tially relevant to other treatments, such as HIFU [23] and histotripsy [14].
We introduce the overall mechanism in the next section, explaining how sub-
mechanisms of crack initiation, bubble fragmentation, and rectified diffusion
potentially lead a single bubble to evolve to form and grow a linear defect.
2 Formation of linear defects
.
We first consider a single spherical bubble that oscillates in response to the
incident pressure pulses. We will discuss its evolution in the following stages
to form a linear defect similar to the one shown in figure 2:
• Stage I: initial crack formation,
• Stage II: formation of new nucleation sites due to shape instabilities, and
• Stage III: formation of linear defects.
In the subsequent subsections, we describe these stages in detail.
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Figure 3: Schematic of evolution of a single bubble to a linear defect by ultrasound bursts.
2.1 Stage I: initial crack formation
There is extensive experimental support [2, 4, 15, 16, 18] for the Fung model
[6, 7] affording a reasonable quantitative description of the mechanical behavior
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of agar gel. In this framework, agar gel is represented by a strain energy density
U =
η
2α
expα(I1−3), (1)
where η and α = 1 [16] are material properties, and I1 is the first principal
invariant of the left Cauchy–Green tensor. For small strains, η is the low-strain
shear modulus, and was measured using microindentometry to be 54 kPa for
our particular agar gels [15].
Assuming spherical symmetry, the corresponding contribution to the elastic
stress tensor at the bubble surface R is [1, 8, 16]
σe,rr =
2η
3
[(
Ro
R
)4
−
(
R
Ro
)2]
expα(I1−3)−p, (2)
σe,θθ = σe,φφ =
η
3
[
4
(
R
Ro
)2
−
(
Ro
R
)4]
expα(I1−3)−p, (3)
where p is the hydrostatic pressure, and
I1 =
(
Ro
R
)4
+ 2
(
R
Ro
)2
. (4)
This approach was used in a quantitative model for bubble dynamics with
damage mechanisms based on fracture and fatigue [16], and the model success-
fully reproduced experimental observations [15]. Here we use it to justify the
likelihood of crack formation, such as in the schematics of figure 3. For such
large strains, any such constitutive model, even for so flexible a material as
agar, is expected to satisfy standard criterion for fracture. Particularly, for a
bubble with initial radius in the range 0.01µm ≤ Ro ≤ 1µm in agar gel, which
has 102 Pa ≤ η ≤ 106 Pa, the Griffith theorem [9] predicts a specific fracture
stretch ratio λf in the range 1.45 ≤ λf ≤ 3.05 [16].
The maximum observed bubble radius in our experiments is ∼ 230µm [15].
Consequently, assuming a submicron initial bubble radius, this criterion sug-
gests that the stretch ratio at the bubble surface indeed exceeds the frac-
ture threshold predicted by the Griffith theorem. As the bubble expands
(R/Ro  1), the stresses are such that τθθ, τφφ  τrr based on (2) and (3).
Since the theory of fracture dynamics predicts crack initiation in the plane
of maximum stress, the initial crack is expected to form in the r-direction as
shown in figure 3, although cracks may form at different angles if there is any
particular hydrogel weakness at that site. Since the camera pixel resolution of
58µm is much larger than the anticipated width of a typical crack, they are
not observable in our particular experiments, though they have been reported
elsewhere [10, 12, 19]. Movahed et al. [15] quantified the orientation of bubbles
by fitted ellipses, and it was shown that bubbles are most probably oriented
parallel to the pulse propagation. A similar tendency for tunnel formation
parallel to the wave propagation has also been reported [3].
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Figure 4: The critical bubble radius Rcrit vs. viscosity µ based on the second harmonic
amplitude perturbation.
2.2 Stage II: formation of new nucleation sites due to
shape instabilities
Even an unconfined bubble, in an infinite fluid, is expected to undergo shape
instabilities under some conditions, which in turn may cause it to split to multi-
ple bubbles. We generalize the framework developed by Hao & Prosperetti [11]
to anticipate instabilities of a spherical bubble in a viscous Newtonian fluid.
In this framework, bubbles with an initial radius of larger than a critical value
Rcrit are unstable. Viscosity measurements for agar gels are unavailable at our
specific conditions, which include both high strains and high strain rates [16].
However, agar gels are expected to be highly viscous at these conditions [4],
and we consider a wide range of viscosity for our analysis. Since the bubble
response is expected to be dominated by viscosity rather than elasticity for
the considered BWL pulse [15, 16], the current approach provides a measure of
Rcrit, which is sufficient for our development. The current study also motivates
the development of models for shape instabilities in the presence of elasticity
[17], but it is sufficient here to provide an upper bound for Rcrit. Elasticity
would further restrict the growth of distortions.
The distorted bubble surface is represented as [20]
r(t) = R(t) +
∞∑
n=1
an(t)Yn, (5)
where Yn is a spherical harmonic of degree n, an is the amplitude of the surface
distortion, and R is the evolving mean bubble radius. The time evolution of
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the distortion amplitude for any n is [11]
a¨n+
[
3
R˙
R
+ 2(n+ 2)(2n+ 1)
µ
ρR2
]
a˙n+
(n− 1)
[
− R¨
R
+ (n+ 1)(n+ 2)
S
ρR3
+ 2(n+ 2)
µR˙
ρR3
]
an = 0,
(6)
where ρ = 1012.8 kg/m3 is the density, S = 0.073 N/m is the surface tension,
and µ is the viscosity. We focus on n = 2, which is the most important for
the instability [11], and the bubble dynamics model (7) in the appendix A
is solved simultaneously with (6) for a2(0) = 0.1R0 and a˙2(0) = 0. The
amplitude increases rapidly for bubbles withRo ≥ Rcrit, while being suppressed
for smaller bubbles due to surface tension and viscosity. Figure 4 shows Rcrit
for µ = 0.001 Pa s up to 0.1 Pa s, which represents a range of estimates from
the literature [4, 5, 16]. Thus we anticipate instability despite the uncertain
gel viscosity.
As described in the previous subsection, a crack should develop as the
bubble expands during the first stage. Given the perturbation to the spherical
symmetry of the asymmetric crack, we can anticipate that such instabilities
will be seeded and lead to bubble breakdown. With symmetry broken, espe-
cially if the initial bubble is less confined in the direction of the new crack, we
can anticipate that the bubble splits as it undergoes subsequent oscillations.
When this happens in a fluid, it leaves numerous small bubbles in the neigh-
borhood [11]. Due to the violent flow in the near neighborhood of bubbles,
some of these will move into the crack and provide seed for subsequent bubble
growth there, further spreading the crack. In our schematic (figure 3), we sim-
ply depict a parent bubble splitting into two bubbles during the second stage.
This process leads to formation of a new nucleation site labeled “B”.
2.3 Stage III: formation of linear defects
During the first and second stages, a single bubble causes crack formation dur-
ing the expansion phase, and bubble fragmentation leads to formation of new
nucleation sites, which will assist further crack growth. In our experiments,
the agar phantom is exposed to 1000 pulses. Thus this process happens con-
tinuously, leading to features growing in time as observed in figure 2.
In our proposed mechanism, new bubbles are formed during the second
stage, but these are not expected to be initially large enough to form new
cracks when driven to become unstable. The time scale for the growth of
these new bubbles is governed by rectified mass diffusion [22], as described
in appendix B. The rate at which the equilibrium bubble radius Ro increases
by rectified mass diffusion for our BWL pulses is plotted for a pulse with 10
cycles in figure 5. Ro increases from 0.1µm to 4µm during this pulse, which
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the equilibrium bubble radius Ro. The viscosity of the
surrounding medium is the same as water (µ = 0.001 Pa s).
is sufficient to make the bubble unstable due to shape instabilities considering
the reported values for Rcrit in figure 4.
3 Rate of linear defects growth
To measure rate of growth, the blue structure drawn in figure 2, which becomes
filled with bubbles after subsequent BWL pulses, is represented by five lines as
shown in figure 6. The length of each line and the number of pulses required to
fill each line with bubbles are reported in table 1. Based on this measurement,
the average line defects growth rate is 79µm per pulse. Considering that the
width of each line is about the maximum observed bubble radius Rmax ∼
230µm [15], this suggests that the cracks shown in figure 3 grow at the rate of
Rmax/3 per pulse in our experiments. Considering that each pulse consists of 20
cycles, an important question is why the growth rate is limited to Rmax/3 per
pulse. While crack formation and bubble fragmentation may happen during
each cycle, rectified diffusion is the dominant mechanism dictating the growth
rate as it requires multiple cycles to absorb more gas as shown in figure 5,
which indicates a time scale comparable to observations.
The BWL pulse used in this study has a base frequency of 335 kHz, and
bubbles are expected to oscillate at about the same frequency based on a
Rayleigh–Plesset-type bubble dynamics model [15, 16]. Due to the high fre-
quency of the bubble oscillations and also the limited camera resolution (58µm),
unfortunately, we cannot provide experimental direct evidence of the presence
of cracking. While it is challenging to observe cracks in experiments under dy-
namic loading at high strain rates, formation of cracks has been reported in the
literature for soft materials [10, 12, 19], specifically, in experiments designed
to identify material properties under static loading.
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Figure 6: The blue structure becomes filled with bubbles after subsequent BWL pulses.
This structure is represented by five lines as shown to facilitate the line defect spread rate
measurements, which are summarized in table 1.
color length (µm) # of pulses growth rate (µm/pulse)
red 2168 29 74
green 2385 29 84
purple 1300 19 68
yellow 2600 31 84
orange 3250 37 88
average 79
Table 1: Line defect growth rate per pulse measurements for different lines shown in
figure 6.
4 Conclusions
Bubble activity in tissue-like material due to high-intensity ultrasound may
lead to damage. To investigate such damage mechanisms, agar tissue-mimicking
phantoms were subjected to multiple pressure wave bursts of the kind being
considered specifically for burst wave lithotripsy. A three-stage physical mech-
anism was proposed to describe how a single bubble may evolve to form linear
defects, a notable feature observed in the experiments. They seem to collect
along distinct lines, as would expected for a crack. The growth rate of linear
defects is measured to be 79µm ∼ Rmax/3 per pulse in our experiments, where
Rmax ∼ 230µm [15]. This rate is in line with estimated rates of rectified mass
diffusion and the critical bubble radius for bubble to become unstable due to
shape instabilities.
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A Bubble dynamics model
To study the bubble dynamics for a single spherical bubble, we consider the
Keller–Miksis approach, where the bubble dynamics is governed by [13, 21](
1− R˙
c
)
RR¨ +
3
2
(
1− R˙
3c
)
R˙2 =
1
ρ
(
1 +
R˙
c
)
Q+
R
ρc
d
dt
Q, (7)
where R is the bubble radius, R˙ and R¨ are velocity and acceleration at the
bubble surface, c = 1480 m s−1 is the sound speed and the density of the
surrounding medium, and
Q = pB − p∞ − 2S
R
− 4µR˙
R
, (8)
where pB is the internal bubble pressure modeled as a polytropic gas, and
p∞ (t) is the pressure of the passing BWL pressure pulse [16].
B Rectified diffusion
To measure the amount of rectified diffusion [22] for a single spherical bubble,
we consider the conservation of gas in the liquid, which is governed by
∂Ca
∂t
+ ur
∂Ca
∂r
= D∇2Ca, (9)
where ur =
R2R˙
r2
is the radial velocity, and Ca = ρa/ρl is the gas concentra-
tion. This equation is solved in the semi-infinite range R ≤ r ≤ ∞, and for
simplicity, it is mapped onto 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, where
x =
l
l + r −R, (10)
and l is a measure of the mass diffusion length in the liquid. The governing
equation in the mapped space then becomes
∂Ca
∂t
+
x2
l
R˙
(
1− R
2
(l/x− l +R)2
)
∂Ca
∂x
=
D
x4
l2
∂2Ca
∂x2
+D
2x3
l2
∂Ca
∂x
− 2D
l/x− l +R
x2
l
∂Ca
∂x
.
(11)
The applied boundary conditions are
Ca(r =∞) = Ca(x = 0) = p∞
H
, Ca(r = R) = Ca(x = 1) =
pi
H
, (12)
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where H is the Henry’s law constant, and pi is the internal bubble pressure.
The first and second derivatives are approximated using fourth-order finite
differences on a uniform grid
dCa
dx
∣∣∣∣
i
=
−Ca,i+2 + 8Ca,i+1 − 8Ca,i−1 + Ca,i−2
12∆x
, (13)
and
d2Ca
dx2
∣∣∣∣
i
=
−Ca,i+2 + 16Ca,i+1 − 10Ca,i + 16Ca,i−1 − Ca,i−2
12∆x2
. (14)
The mole flux into the bubble (positive) is
m′′ = −4piR21
l
dCa
dx
. (15)
The number of gas moles inside the bubble gets updated by knowing the mole
flux from (15). The equilibrium radius also changes with n, and by assuming
an isothermal process [22], we have
(po + 2σ/Ro)R
3
o
no
=
(po + 2σ/Ron)R
3
on
n
, (16)
where Ron is the updated equilibrium radius. The internal gas pressure changes
adiabatically
pgR
3γ = (po + 2σ/Ron)R
3γ
on. (17)
(16) and (17) are combined to obtain [22]
pg =
(
po +
2σ
Ro
)
n
no
(
Ro
R
)3γ(
Ron
Ro
)3(γ−1)
. (18)
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